Multiplanar variations in the structural characteristics of cancellous bone.
A quantitative serial sectioning technique and a video-imaging procedure were used to obtain precise (20-microns voxels, in a 5 mm x 6 mm x 7 mm test volume) digital images of lumbar vertebral cancellous bone specimens. Conventional stereological image analyses were performed on this data to determine multiplanar (bulk) and surface planar variations in cancellous structural properties. Based upon an error analysis of subgroups of the complete serial planar images, our findings suggest that, for a plane resolution of 20 microns, sectioning at an increment < or = 100 microns along an axis is necessary to obtain accurate data of bulk structural properties of cancellous bone. Planar structural variations obtained from the serial sections of cancellous bone revealed a high degree of complexity and heterogeneity of the bone architecture. Bone area centers deviated from the section centroid and showed a helical variation along the primary or superior--inferior loading axis of samples. In comparison with the base planes (perpendicular to the superior-inferior axis), the lateral planes (parallel to the superior-inferior axis) of spine samples showed smaller mean values of structural indices and a more oriented structure. This structural anisotropy may be related to the functional mechanical anisotropy of the samples.